. Let E (n ) be the surface energy per unit area along the crystal plane (E = y /cos 0 ). In the vicinity of the facet orientation, we may expand E where yo is the facet surface energy, the energy of a single step, 0 /d2 the leading step interaction (whether statistical or elastic), etc. Such an expansion makes sense as long as the steps are well separated, i.e. if ne « 1, where e is the step width, of order ya2lB. When n) &#x3E; 1, E (n ) returns to the usual non singular angular dependence.
If the exchange with the vapour is easy, the supercooling force F is fixed by the vapour pressure : its work is the gain of energy upon freezing. Let 5pv be the departure from nominal equilibrium at temperature T : then [4] :
If the crystal is isolated, F becomes a Lagrange multiplier that ensures mass conservation : it can still be viewed as deriving from a fictitious 6pv.
In order to characterize step interactions, we note that a step has a local energy It is thus subject to a force which expresses the repulsion of its neighbours. Equilibrium is achieved if It is easily shown that (1) figure 2b : the flat facet at 0 = 0 then goes into a round part with a finite orientation 0, : 1 the matching at facet edge is angular (Fig. 3) (1) .
If this situation holds, the E (n ) curve behaves as depicted in figure 4 . The transition at n =,n. is actually rounded off, since at that point the width of the liquid layer is very small (Sm = 0) : the (SV) and (SLV) configurations are hardly distinguishable, (SL) steps can no longer expand into the liquid and a microscopic treatment of the transition region is needed. However, such a rounding does not affect an obvious consequence : the global E (n ) curve has a downward convexity, and a double tangent may be drawn from the n = 0 cusp. The matching of a non wetting facet with a wetting round part is necessarily angular. If the facet wets (So &#x3E; 0), the whole Esv curve is above EsLv : the matching will then be usually tangential (although they may exist double hump EsLv curves yielding a finite 6e).
In practice, experiment provides only relative crystal shapes, since F is usually unknown. Using the facet edge as a reference, we may infer from the round parts (n &#x3E; ne) : in which we have set (1) One may even envisage a situation in which f3SLv = 0, i.e. the solid-liquid interface is above its roughening transition, while the solid vapour interface is below. A proper description of such a situation implies a detailed treatment of thermal fluctuations, which control both the roughening transition and the wetting properties -see for instance [5] .
-Similarly the facet size L * gives access to the slope E' (n ) at n = nc :
The shape of ESLv (n) for n:::-n, is Experiment pleads for the first choice -and indeed it is not so clear that a SLV should increase as temperature is lowered. For a vicinal surface with step density n, the surface energy acquires a contribution n{3 which depends on f through {3 : this extra f dependence must be included, together with bulk and Van der Waals energies, in the minimisation that determines f *. Since {3 decreases with increasing f, the minimum will be shifted to higher £ *. If the step energy turns out to be larger than the Van der Waals term, it becomes the leading factor in fixing f *, which basically will be d, just where /3 begins growing. In this picture, the step energy a SLV cannot grow much, since as soon as it does, it stops the decrease of f*. In (ii) 0 x 1 : then a finite liquid meniscus appears, with 1/R' 1/R, both positive. Presumably, the two surfaces join on the facet (Fig. 5) 
